
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 

15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Expand ESP.

 b) Name one type of pulp screen.

 c) Which apparatus is used for removing sand 

particle from pulp?

 d) Name one washer used for washing.

 e) Give formula of cleanliness efficiency of 

screen.

 f) Give one problem in vacuum washing for 

the pulp containing high resin content.

 g) Write the inlet consistency of pulp slurry for 

cleaning of pulp.
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 xiv) What is dilution factor?

 xv) Define pulp yield.

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Explain the startup & shutdown procedure of 

brown stock washing.

Q.4 Explain the constructional & working detail of 

rotary vacuum filter with suitable diagram.

Q.5 List various types of pulp screen. Explain any 

one with neat sketch.

Q.6 Describe the concept of screening & 

cleanliness efficiency.

Q.7 Write short notes on any two of the following.

 (a) Black liquor properties 

 (b) Significance of kmrloy No.

 (c) Troubleshooting.

 (d) Displacement Ratio.
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SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 

parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Define kappa no.

 ii)  Write a note on storage of pulp.

 iii) What do you mean by counter current 

washing?

 iv) Define pH.

 v) Explain dirt in pulp.

 vi) Draw a neat sketch of single stage 

contricleaner.

 vii) Write any four objective of washing.

 viii) Why over cooked pulp is difficult to wash?

 ix) What is loading factor?

 x) Define black liquor.

 xi) What is berometric leg?

 xii) Write any two importance of soda loss.

 xiii) Mention any two reason for using pressure 

screen for pulp.
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 h) Write the optimum temperature for washing 

of pulp.

 i) Give the name of any one defect of paper 

due to damage of screen.

 j) Mention one effect of washer speed upon 

mat thickness.

 k) Write an importance of soda loss.

 l) State a function of doctor blade used in 

BSW.

 m) On which principle cleaning is based?

 n) What is done with the reject of vibratory 

screen of wash plant?

 o) Define black liquor?

 p) What is the function of deformer in BSW.

 q) Which stage of BSW has higher 

concentration of black liquor?

 r) Write one difference between kappa no & 

permignet no.
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